SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
Commencement 2024

SUNDAY, THE NINETEENTH OF MAY
TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY-FOUR

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
NINE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
ONE THIRTY IN THE AFTERNOON

LEADER BANK PAVILION
290 NORTHERN AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
PLEASE NOTE THIS PROGRAM IS NOT AN OFFICIAL GRADUATION LIST. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result in the omission of some names and inclusion of names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. Academic honors listed in the program are based upon the earned grade point average at the end of the fall term. Final academic honors are calculated upon degree conferral. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status.
**SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES**

*Processional*
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

*Academic Procession*
Shaun Stimpson, BSBA ’05
   Marshal
Kimberly Castle, BSBA ’24
Dawson Cooper, JD/MBA ’24
   Student Marshals

*Call to Commencement Exercises & Welcome*
Amy Z. Zeng
Dean, Sawyer Business School

*National Anthem*
Connor Mudge, BSBA ’24

*President’s Remarks*
Marisa J. Kelly
President

*Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree*
Abu Jalal
   Professor and Chair, Finance
   Director, Graduate Programs in Finance

*Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Commercial Science*

*Commencement Address*
Robert Wolf
   Founder, 32 Advisors; former Chair & CEO,
   UBS Americas; and Presidential Advisor

*Class Greetings*
Christina N. Dang, BSBA ’24
Cynthia Moore, EMBA ’24

*Conferring of Graduate Degrees*

*Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees*

*Closing Remarks*
Amy Z. Zeng

*Recessional*
Robert Wolf is the founder of 32 Advisors, a holding company that includes the direct investing arm 32 Ventures and advisory services for corporate clients, and is chair of the AI-driven messaging software platform Community. Previously, he served as the chair and CEO of the global financial services firm UBS Americas and the president and COO of UBS Investment Bank.

In November 2022, Wolf was appointed by President Biden to the Pentagon’s Defense Business Board. He previously held three presidential appointments under President Obama: as a member of the Economic Recovery Advisory Board, the Council on Jobs and Competitiveness, and the Export Council. He also served on the Homeland Security Advisory Council’s Border Infrastructure Task Force. He currently serves on the board of directors of the Obama Foundation, on the alumni board of the Wharton School, and on the leadership council of NYC’s Robin Hood Foundation, and formerly served as vice chair of the Robert F. Kennedy Center for Justice & Human Rights.

Wolf has served as a contributor to Fox News/Fox Business since 2016 and has been named multiple times to "Worth Magazine’s" 100 Most Powerful People in Finance.

Wolf holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. While at UPenn, he played on the varsity football team that won Ivy League championships in both the 1982 and 1983 seasons.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS ESSENTIALS  
Ahmed Ibrahim  
Niang Theih Kim  
Jinal Mehta

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DATA ANALYTICS  
Jordan Alexson  
Saraswati Raut

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DATA MANAGEMENT  
Ian D. Baker

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP  
Kellie Popkin

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT  
Elizabeth Finnen

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT  
Meghan F. Jones

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN STRATEGIC MARKETING  
Momoyo Aketa

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TEAMS AND INNOVATION  
Tatiana Dolgikh

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP  
Elizabeth Doud  
Emily Rose Frazee Estavanik  
Faisal Ghazzawi  
Suchanan Kidmungtangdee  
Le Thanh Lam  
Japhet Dalokhule Muchenje  
Nguyen Hong Duong  
Sammbo Nop  
Sarah Puckhaber  
Panya Ajitchandra Thakker  
Jingjing Zhao

Dual degree students are listed under each degree.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING

Kavita Mayur Abhani
Nuha Ali
Abdulrahman Alshahrani
Anna Banh
Moksha Bhansali
Dung Cao
Barshekee Chanda
Lyton Chimbirimbiri
Yen-Po Chiu
Salee’l Jayant Churi
Dhara Dhruv
Dhruvansh Dua
Jennifer Ejeh
Anne Agbenu Eluma
Alan Victor Fernando
Benjamin Ginsberg
Vedant Goel
Passant Emad Abdelkhalek Hegab
Camila Humerez Ortiz
Dhrui Vi’nod Jain
Vaishnavee Deepak Jare
Emmanuel Kaiser
Naitik Bharatkumar Kalathiya
Priyal Bharatkumar Kalathiya
Ana Kovac
Chung-Yin Li
Chih-Ching Liu
Kyana Mora
Shruthi Mugulur Chandrashekar
Mahesh Shankar Naik
Minh Nguyen
Sarika Nimkar
Gauri Namdev Parab
Foram Sandeep Patel
Kajal Surendra Patil
Allison M. Pfeiffer
Lakshmisatya Rayasam
Deepika Roy
Trishala Shinde
Esha Soni
Carolina Torres Jaraba
Upasana Vasu
Daria Veis
Dylan Wagstaff

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Mohammed Adnan Ahmed
Mariam Alaka
Jordan Alexson
Nouf Alkhorayef
Shahini Devi
Paige Taylor Austin
Naomi Bekele
Surya Mohana Kaushal Bodapati
Meghana Bommani
Kenneth Bonsu
Fiona Braco
Thao Van Bui
Dung Cao
Athmiya Chandrashekhar
Gargee Chavan
Nikhil Vilas Chavan
Daria Cherkasova
Patrick Allan Crim, Jr.
Alessia Di Lanzo
Hung Doan
Sayyam Doshi
Kee Durham
Deepana Reddy Gaddam
Sarthak Babasaheb Gavali
Mounika Golumari
Mohammad Nazmul Haque
Yu-Wen Huang
Thao Vy Huynh
Fillemon Natangwe Imene
Karthik Iyer
Vedant Amit Jindal
Purva Avadhoot Kale
Sowmiya Kanagaraj
Adam Kaplowitz
Parth Kapoor
Punya Kaura
Chainarit Kessuksomwong
Wai Wai Khaiing
Neha Khatri
Aishwarya Korde
MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Raj Mukesh Lalwani
Cherissa Leon
Steven Anthony Lima
Ai-Cheng Lu
Piyush Ravi Lulla
Neha Dhaval Lunawat
Nikhil Sai Magani
Dhriti Manchanda
Emily Martin
Maitry Vipulkumar Mehta
Aastha Vijay Meshram
Peter Miller
Kavya Mohan
Japhet Dalokhule Muchenje
Evelyn Pokuua Munufieh
Swe Zin Myat
Krishna Namjoshi
Mary Ndukwo
Corinne K.L. Ng
Artem Nozdriakov

MASTERS OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION

Khaled Alameri
Jenna Balasco
Sophia Beauplan
Luciana Morais Canestraro
Amrita Chowdhury
Sowndhariyaa Damotharan
Shagorika De
Joshua DelMastro
Jordyn Deubel
Kelly Gauder
Mokshita Gohil
Sy Ha

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Ingrid Akshia
Kelsey M. Batte
Tin Dang
Byron Deily
Boston Emmanuel
Leah Fabiano
Nova O. Fullard

Dual degree students are listed under each degree.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING (continued)

Shin-Yi Liao
Aron Gerson Librea
Haowei Lin
Lavenda Lisangari
Zachary A. Mehti
Ermiaanna Moisidis
Diana M. Montoya
Linh Nguyen
Thomas Parda
Antonina Pavlyuk
Theodore Pochapsky
Alicia Poulin
Michelle Riley
Galina Rogov
Garanchit Vichitanan
Meixin Wang
Jiahao Xu

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Mohammed Ammar
Anmol Anand
Sughosh Arun Kumar
Sudeesh Arunkumar
Ilda Ascic
Puzil Bapna
Aswani Reddy Beeram
Patrick Junior Chivende
Aadhish Desai
Brendan Dillon
Vivian Dzimey
Alfred Jnr Fosu
Jens Hantson
Jack S. Howard
Anh Ngoc Diem Huynh
Cedric Jansen
Ricardo Joseph
Prutha Tushar Joshi
Hanniel Kabunda Kabongo
Yash Ashish Kapadia
Helen Ajit Karande
Michaela Keating
Alexander Kolowrat
Madhumika Varma Konduru Sai
David Justin Lockhart
Bhoopa Madhu
Dominic Masse
Mabasa Masunungure
Nitiksha Matalia
Rahul Mohan
William Montgomery
Sushmita Sandesh Narwirikar
Meghan Newman
Linh Nguyen
Nneka Adaora Ogbonnaya-Udo
Fatima Ezzahra Outaguella
Vidhi Patel
Mohammed Ramzanali
Mugdha Rege
Sahil Sarin
Krupa Selani
Freya Shah
Tori A. Silva
Keshav Tiwari
Emmit Tkach
Luan Tran
Jainish Rajnikant Trivedi
Gowthami Varala
Adam Wassajja
Paras Yadav
Aliaksandr Zakharau

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

David M. Campisano
Jake Cavanaugh
Antonio R. Centeio
Brian DeFelice
Vidhartha Deonarain
Katherine Driscoll
Hannah Edmond
Megina Elysee
## MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joan Esther Germain Brito</th>
<th>Wendy Myrbel Napoleon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Jeanne Graf</td>
<td>Athena O’Keeffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Griffin</td>
<td>Carlai Phan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Henry</td>
<td>Grace Pollard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Hoffman</td>
<td>Raquel Pozsgai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Horgan</td>
<td>Sara Abdalla Qudah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Irizarry</td>
<td>Thomas Quinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Joseph King</td>
<td>Eric Paul Rehm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Yee-Yin Ko</td>
<td>Tucker James Rickett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Michael Lancaster</td>
<td>Grayce Elizabeth Rogers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacquelyn N. Lewis</td>
<td>William P. Seweryn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiyang Li</td>
<td>Leah Shiels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan P. Lumping</td>
<td>Daniel Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lutz</td>
<td>Elizabeth Vazquez Aguilar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Lynch</td>
<td>Paul Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Providence Malizia</td>
<td>Stacie Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William McCarthy</td>
<td>Katie Weixler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK Menasale</td>
<td>Cameron White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samuel Oteng Adu-Gyamfi</th>
<th>Jessica Delahunt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Omar Alhassan</td>
<td>Rocky Desai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayana Lauture Aristilde</td>
<td>Nitya Devarajan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramazan Mert Arslan</td>
<td>Ndeye Fily Diallo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Asamoah</td>
<td>Victoria N. Dobrzycki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laine Banks</td>
<td>Ryan Anthony Dreyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micarlie Pascale Baptiste</td>
<td>Dale Earnest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Barman</td>
<td>Paul A.D. Fletcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherif Mamadou Oury Barry</td>
<td>Pierre R. Francois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Barry</td>
<td>Lisa Jane Weisberg Frechette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Beaton</td>
<td>Christina Fuller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiona Braco</td>
<td>Thomas Lewis Garzarelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Irene Brockway</td>
<td>Cole Gentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrick Eugene Calhoun II</td>
<td>Ashley Melin Giglietti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Callwood</td>
<td>Karan Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquilino Centrella</td>
<td>Benjamin Haideri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelvin Clarke</td>
<td>Vigneshwaran Hariharasubramanian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Cockroft</td>
<td>Brandon Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson Cooper</td>
<td>Jackson O’Brien Hay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany M. Cooper</td>
<td>Jeffrey Hensley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Allan Crim, Jr.</td>
<td>Lisa Hovhannesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazim Nidal Dalle</td>
<td>Camila Humerez Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Dalle</td>
<td>Ahmed Ibrahim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted A. Davis</td>
<td>Prince Chukwuka Iheonunekwu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dual degree students are listed under each degree.*
MarcArthur Jean-Philippe
Adam Kaplowitz
Matthew F. Kauffman
Janaye Kerr
Niang Theih Kim
Thais Koproski
Angela Kyomugisa
Kevin Landers
Elisa Lara
Zachary Larkin
Ashley Lawcewicz
Eric Lernould
Harold Lett
Steven Anthony Lima
David Justin Lockhart
Ira Lough
Kelsy Lynch
Ali MacDonald
Kerry McCann
Gerard McCarthy
Jinal Mehta
Julien Gauthier Hieu Moscatelli
Abhishika Mukherjee
Corinne K.L. Ng
Linh Nguyen
Trung Nguyen
Evangeline A. Nunez
Laurel O’Keefe
Victoria Fadekemi Ojo
Asli Abdulkadir Omar

Celine Pahl
Kathryn Palmatier
Daniel Parizher
Kush Patel
Vishal Singh Pathania
Brittany Perella
Abhishek Prakash Pushpak
Caroline Provost
Diego Rabelo
Dana Reynaga
Luis Adrian Rivera Sierra
Valeria Roncallo Ortega
Jeffrey Rude
Thitichaya Saengtuangkit
Christina Sagarino
Michelle Evangeline Sanders
Pakkapol Sapkasem
Tori A. Silva
Julia Slattery
Abigail Stoehrer
Amanda Julia Swenson
Caitlin Temple
Nicole Tetrault
Aidan C. Thomas
Anastasia Turley
Upasana Vasu
Elody Michna Wagnac
Daniel Weidknecht
Hilary White
Thor Noah White

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ericson Moafa Alexander
Jazmine Skye Coleman
Martina Curtin
David Enrique Jimenez Granada
Juan Lopez Martinez

Erica Ernest Donovan McGuire
Cynthia Moore
Barbara Murphy
Jason M. Simmons Herrling
Warren Stone
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

** Lindsey Morgan Abate  
* Esrael Abebe  
*** Lindsey Erin Agnes  
   Nikitha Kishore Ahuja  
** Olle Akermark  
   Aituur Akpeisssov  
* Mohammed Ahmed Al Jasim  
* Hamad Alblooshi  
   Mohammed Alblooshi  
   Abdulaziz Algosaiabi  
   Abdulla Alhashmi  
   Abdulaziz AlMoiaabed  
   Saud Alrehaili  
* Kasey Alves  
   Khalid Alwari  
   Stephanny Andrade  
   Patricio Arana Molina  
   Dianne Aredo  
   Maryam Atif  
   Stuart Atkinson  
** Alexis Marie Aubin  
   John Avakian  
   Andrew Awada  
   Youssef Baba  
   Karina Baidalina  
   Zahra Neha Baldauf  
   Darya Balitskaya  
*** Alexander Santiago Balog  
   Quiviane Baptiste  
   Rebecca Souza Machado Barbosa  
   David Barsoum  
*** Oceane Eva Mariam Bayala  
   Mark Belov  
   Jillian Benner  
** Daniela Betancur  
** Sotiria Boci  
** Jacob Boutin  
   Jarret Bovarnick  
   David Bowes  
   Jack Branson  
   Ronny Joshua Blanchard Louis Brizan  
* Maya Brow  
   Ryan Buchanan  
   Jelani Willliam Joseph Burns  
** Abby Adel Burrall  

Rania Butt  
   Craig Stewart Calice  
*** Albiera Maria Camaiaor Calderon  
*** Gyselle Carolina Campos  
   Lucas Huang Carman  
* Morgane-Alison Dias Carrère  
   Peter Casey  
* Rochelle Casey  
** Ashley Cassino-Henriquez  
   Jorge Patricio Castellanos Correa  
* Cristina Nayeli Castillo  
* Kimberly Castle  
* Elona Ceka  
   Mateus Feltin Cezario  
   Sonya Chaabouni  
* Andre Chan  
* Mohamad Chaouieche  
   Daud Chapra  
* Chaurice Lee Chaput  
   Enyi Chen  
* Siyu Chen  
   Melissa YiJan Cheng  
   Hailey Chernicki  
* Grecia Chinchilla  
* Injung Choe  
   Tristan Comeau  
*** Klesta Como  
   William Connolly  
   Margaret E. Connor  
   Briana Convery  
   Eli Cooper  
* Brian Coppinger  
* Benjamin Joseph Corliss  
   Pedro Cortina Chapartegui  
** Lauren Costa  
* Jonathan Courschesne  
   John A. Covone III  
   Rebeca Gattgens  
* Garett Curran  
* Christina Dang  
* Thi Dang  
   Maya Daswani  
   Denali Sajie Davis  
** Mitchell Day  
*** Jewelle Dayne De Castro

Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.
Eduardo de Lima
Louis Anthony Delgado, Jr.
Sam Denbow

*** Victoria Dias
* Đinh Nguyên Binh
My Ha Dinh

** Isabelle DiNocco
Hau Nhat Thanh Doan
Rachel Doan
* Andrea Dolci
Jacob H. Dubin
Timothy Duduch

** Shea N. Duffy
Sanad Elmegadeeb

*** Mary Eshak
Julia Nigiri Fan

*** Natasha M. Farrell
* Sofia Fernandez
Oliver Ferrari
Evan Fisch
* Rose Flaherty
* Sean Flint

*** Anna Frazis
Matthew Gallego
* Andres Garcia Damasco
* Rohith Ghose
Jonathan Gilbride
Caroline Costa Gillis
* Andres Gomez Gallego
Isael Gonzalez
Luis Gonzalez

** Rebecca Gonzalez
** David Alan Goss, Jr.

*** Michael Graham
Jordan Grant
MacKay Grant
* Daniel Hayes Gregory
Alex Grenier
Giuseppe Anthony Guarino III
* Sofia Guerra

** Jenfry Guerrero-Cuevas
*** Annie Guo

*** Alessandra Guzman
Ninh Nhut Ha
* Daniel Haddad

Anem Haider
Sarah Hamdeh
Ryan Harrigan
Zainah Hashim
Vasiliki Hatzopoulos
* Colin Hazeltine

** Joaquin Heller Della-Veccia
Connor Hennessy
Laney Hixson
Ha Thanh Ho
* My Ho
Duong Hoang
Nam Hai Hoang

*** Makella Houdagba
Hars Husidic
Zachary Jackson
Jasmine James
Dylan January
Daniel Jara
Aurora Krabberoed Jarmot
Abdo Moises Jattin
Gifty Johnson
Noah Adler Jones
Theresa Jubani
Boxuan Kang
* Jessica Ke
Kiera Keaney

*** Erin McLaughlin Keenan
Finn G. Kegelman
Jonathan Kelley
Lila Belle Khan
Junhe Kim
Alexander King
Jacob Knowlton

*** Marie Olivia Kohlenberg
* Efthia G. Koleas
Ayodele Komolafe
Alexander Kostrzewski
* Ashleigh Krockta

*** Robert Kurtz

*** Clarissa LaGasse
* Valezka Laine
Sophia Lanci
** Curtis Landry
** Mingyue Lao

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Harrison Lassige
  Maxine Lau
* Nicole Laufer Mizraji
* Colin Lavoie
*** Lien Le
*** William Cassius Leclerc
  Tyler Le Nguyen
* Calissa Lentoni
  Jacob Leoffler
  Matthew Leonard
* Isabelle Louise Liberti
* Maxx LiPuma
* Jeffrey Colt Lokatys
  Matthew Lopes
* Kamila Lopes Cula Cardoso
  An Ly
* Jessica Catherine Madigan
* Jason D. Mahoney
  Joaquin Majluf
* Kostandina Maka
** Bridget S. Maloney
  Stavros Maniatis
  Tinofara Mararie
* Nathan Marchi
  Salvatore Marotta
  Ambar Aleska Marquez Alcala
  Andrea Carolina Martinez Merino
*** Melissa Martins
  Christian Xavier Marzari Macedo
  Aiya Amira Masoud
** Thomas Massaro
*** Michael Masters
  Mikhail Mayer
  Jack Paul Maynard
  Michael McCartney
  Michael McDonough
* Liam McManus
* Júlia Félix Medeiros
* Wei Mei
  Luis Orlando Melo
  Naomi Menczywor
  Zimu Meng
  Ryan Minshall
  Nikolaos Mombsios
* Ryan Monteiro
  Diego Marcelo Moreno Jara
** Sean Moriarty
  Alan Robert Morris
  Bjonnca Alexenah Morris
  Jayme Morrison
* Eduardo Silva
  Jules Mucher
* Connor Mudge
** Yuka Mukai
  Alexandre Mazwiri Munongo
*** Yamil Alexandra Munoz Valdez
  Alessio Naco
** Dana Natour
* Danette Neak Oung
  Marygrace Nee
* Nicolas James Nese
  Daniel Neutze Saravia
* Carter Nevulis
** Mikayla Newcomb
  Jared Newell
* Nghiem Minh Quang
  Melinda Ngo
** Amy Ngu
** Khoang Long Nguyen
** Leon Ngumba
* Dung Tuan Nguyen
*** Le Phuong Thao Nguyen
  Nhan Vinh Nguyen
  Quan Nguyen
* Son Ngoc Nguyen
  Bryce Nightlinger
  Michael Nolan
  Julio Alejandro Novillo Gonzales
  Julio Novillo Gutierrez
* Nicholas O’Donnell
* Jackson Oliver
  Omar Omar
  Ahmet Ozdemir
** An Pai
  Harry Painter
* Manuel Palacios
  Enxhi Papingu
  Julia Parkhurst
  Robert Edward Pascasio
  Raj Patel

Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.
**Trisha Patel**  
Ella Rose Pearson  
**Christopher Pellot**  
* Julani Mari Perez  
Phan Minh Quang  
Sarah Phan  
Jonathan Phillips  
** Kanchawit Pholnikorn  
Corrado Pilade  
*** Connor Platt  
** Anna Irene Plumb  
Matthew Robert Poskus  
* Kerry Prather  
* Shain Price  
* Gregory Racine  
* Samuel Atherton Rand  
* Mikhail Reilly  
* Alyssa Nicole Rich  
Drew Rivers  
Garret T. Roberts  
*** Katrina Elizabeth Rockwell  
** Elianna Rodriguez  
* Ethan Rodriguez  
Heidy Rodriguez  
Yonaira Rodriguez  
Marialda Romei  
James Francis Rooney Jr.  
Kyle Ricardo Rosa  
Adam Ross  
Colby Eric Ross  
Mark Albert Ross  
* Zheng Ruan  
* Klaudia Rushi  
Cezara Ioana Rusu  
** Annette Sachs  
* Thanakrit Saetia  
* Vanessa Sanchez  
* Devon Sanford  
Stephanie Sasson  
Gavin Sawyer  
Ian Lucas Schembri Sant  
Aliya Seitzhan  
Ritvik Sethi  
*** Avery Sevigny  
** Sameer Shah  
** Justin Shelbourne  
Kristina Sheveleva  
Nayela Sifat Syed  
Esteban Simon Aristizabal  
Matteo A. Simonini  
* Cameron Anthony Sinopoli  
Pat Slason  
** Isabelle Slocum  
*** Hannah Solley  
Randy Lee Southers  
* Adam Staiti  
Camilo Miguel Steuer Salazar  
Matthew Lawrence Stultz  
Aidan Joseph Sullivan  
Lumeng Sun  
* Peiyaun Sun  
Briyana Sutherland  
* Vincent Swintosky  
Kaan Talu  
*** Esha Tariq  
* Sarah Tedesco  
Yoab Tewodros  
** Annabella Thurston  
Beck Tinker  
*** Samantha Todaro  
Felipe Tomicioli Giesteira  
Cheick-Ahmed Sy Toungara  
*** Dang Anh Phuong (Annie) Tran  
My Thi Diem Tran  
** Elaine Truong  
* Mario Umana Lopez  
Caren Estefania Urbano Yslanda  
Nicolas Urruela Scheer  
* Kyle Matthew Valiquette  
* Alexander Verscheure Beltran  
Tran Phuong Anh Vu  
Uyen Thanh Nguyen Vu  
Ben Walton  
** Grace Wang  
Peter Welch Jr.  
Kairan Weng  
Willow Westbrook  
** Caroline Chatham Whalen  
Christopher White  
* Liam White  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
### Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

***** Rachel Caroline Nathanael Widjaja  
  Kathryn Wienekte  
  * Nicholas Woods  
  Michael Wright  
  Alvy Xavier  
  * Kampei Yachigo  
  Adiletbi Yessirkep  
  * Rebecca Yoon  
  * Meghan Young  
  Adel Zaghmout

---

** Angela Zajmi  
  Fernando Jesús Zambrano Cavazos  
  * Mauricio Zaragoza  
  ** Rebecca Zellin  
  Xisheng Zhang  
  Yaopeng Zheng  
  Yumin Zhu  
  ** James Zimmerman  
  * Mia Ziomek

### Certificate in Financial Planning

Brad Barthelemy  
Stephanie Pascual  
Jessica Turowsky

---

*Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.*
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS

Lindsey Morgan Abate
Alexis Marie Aubin
Alexander Santiago Balog
Oceane Eva Mariam Bayala
Sotiria Boci
Gyselle Carolina Campos
Chaurice Lee Chaput
Lauren Costa
Christina Dang
Victoria Dias
Jacob H Dubin
Shea N Duffy
Mary Eshak
Anna Frazis
Rohith Ghose
Rebecca Gonzalez
Michael Graham
Annie Guo
Makella Houdagba
Erin McLaughlin Keenan
Marie Olivia Kohlenberg
Eftihia G. Koleas
Clarissa LaGasse
Mingyue Lao
William Cassius Leclerc

Melissa Martins
Sean F. Moriarty
Connor Mudge
Yamil Alexandra Munoz Valdez
Nicolas James Nese
Mikayla Newcomb
Amy Ngu
Kanchawit Pholnikorn
Connor Platt
Anna Irene Plumb
Alyssa Nicole Rich
Katrina Elizabeth Rockwell
Annette Sachs
Devon J. Sanford
Hannah Solley
Peiyaun Sun
Annabella Thurston
Samantha Todaro
Dang Anh Phuong (Annie) Tran
Elaine Truong
Grace J. Wang
Liam White
Caren Estefania Urbano Yslanda
Mia Ziomek

GRIFFIN FELLOWS

Rebeca Gatgens
Andrea Dolci

Curtis Landry
Matteo A. Simonini
HONOR SOCIETIES

PI ALPHA ALPHA

Sonia L. Alleyne, Faculty Advisor

Suffolk University is a charter member of the National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration. Students must have a minimum cumulative GPA in the top 20 percent of eligible students.

Jake Cavanaugh  
Brian DeFelice  
Katherine Driscoll  
Hannah Edmond  
Michael Joseph King  
Susan P. Lumping  
Kelly Lynch  
Athena O’Keeffe

Grace Pollard  
Eric P. Rehm  
Grayce Elizabeth Rogers  
Leah Shiels  
Elizabeth Vazquez Aguilar  
Paul Ward  
Stacie Ward

BETA GAMMA SIGMA

Ming Cheng and Omer Gokalp, Faculty Advisors

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society for accredited business programs of AACSB International, is the highest national scholarship honor that a student in a school of business or management can achieve. To be eligible for membership, students must rank in the top 10 percent of their junior or senior class or the top 20 percent of their master’s class.

BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Albiera Maria Camaiora Calderon  
Victoria Dias  
Annie Guo

Makella Houdagba  
Erin McLaughlin Keenan  
Connor Platt

MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Brittany Barman  
Aswani Reddy Beeram  
Jazmine Skye Coleman  
Yu-Wen Huang  
Neha Khatri  
Niang Theih Kim  
Angela Kyomugisa

Raj Mukesh Lalwani  
Ai-Cheng Lu  
Swe Zin Myat  
Celine Pahl  
Deepika Roy  
Kiran Shahid  
Aliaksandr Zakharau
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Processional
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Academic Procession
Barbara and Peter Sidel
Marshals
Matthew Lee, BS ’24
William Woodring, BS ’24
Samantha Lindner, MSMHC ’24
Student Marshals

Call to Commencement Exercises
Edie Sparks
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

National Anthem
Ashleigh Julianne Bautista, BA ’24, CTU ’24

President’s Remarks
Marisa J. Kelly
President

Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree
Amy Monticello
Associate Professor and Chair, English

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Public Service

Commencement Address
Kimberly S. Budd
Chief Justice, Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

Class Greetings
Chelsea Lopes-Daigle, BA ’24

Conferring of Graduate Degrees

Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Closing Remarks
Edie Sparks

Recessional
KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT: KIMBERLY S. BUDD

Kimberly S. Budd has served as the 38th chief justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court since December 2020. She is the first Black woman to hold this position, as well as the youngest chief justice in Massachusetts in more than 100 years.

She was appointed as an associate justice of the Massachusetts Superior Court by Governor Deval Patrick in 2009; in 2016 Governor Charlie Baker nominated her to serve as an associate justice on the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.

Chief Justice Budd started her career as a law clerk to Chief Justice Joseph P. Warner of the Massachusetts Appeals Court. She then worked as a litigation associate at the Mintz law firm, before serving as an assistant US attorney in the US Attorney’s Office for the District of Massachusetts in the major crimes and drug units. She later served as a university attorney for Harvard University in the General Counsel’s Office and as director of the community values program at Harvard Business School.

Chief Justice Budd also teaches in Massachusetts Continuing Legal Education and Bar Association programs, is a former adjunct instructor at New England Law, and has taught trial advocacy at Harvard Law School.

She holds a bachelor’s degree in English from Georgetown University and a law degree from Harvard Law School.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
MASTER OF ARTS IN APPLIED POLITICS

Thomas Cropper
Megina Elysee
Samuel Kluger
Ian Yee-Yin Ko

Chessa Mackenzie
William McCarthy
Wendy Myrbell Napoleon
Kathryn Winans

MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Ariyanna Agnew
Sanskruti Balkrishna Agre
Rachel Beusee-Kauffman
Anvita Bhardwaj
Kallayarat Boonyiamtanadee
Lamyae Bouzidi-Idrissi
Madeline Buman
Estefania Calo
Vidiksha Kirtikumar Chandan
Panita Charoenpol
Sawyer Slone Coco
Michael Cole
Ellie Caroline Davis
Verinna Dewi

Molly Dowd
Miranda Gaudet
Jordan Alexandra Gershman
Korrie Rhea Harris
Anna Klimanova
Aasman Singh Lama
Grace MacDonald
Parilanchana Pattanapaisalchai
Zoe Elizabeth Phillips
Piyawan Sittirungsun
Beatriz Teixeira Daibes Couto
Sriyakorn Vithayanant
Jinghan Wu
Tsai-Fei Wu

MASTER OF ARTS IN GLOBAL PUBLIC POLICY

Nour Alhajjiri
Marcus Andersson
Bronwyn Crick
Joesh Megan Edmorin
Jyoti Hinduja
Sophia Rosanna Martinez
Nathan Matsko

Roman Paddy Mukendi
Steven Murnane
Jeanne Esther Ndrin
Chisom Assumpta Nnajiofor
Lois Numbi
Thomas Quinn
Ken Stella Teta

MASTER OF ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Avinash Golla
Elaine Jue

Shaan H. Khan
Tala Malli

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

Rosa Carmela Adimari
Yesha Dipakbhai Kukadiya
Giuseppe Leonelli
Kelley Morris

Olivia Purinton
Bernice Saintil
Swathi Venkatesh
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Natasha Francoise Berger
Mara Durham
Emma Rebecca Watson

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Emma Balkind
Sophia Kozlowsky
Sharon Lang Goldgewicht
Kathryn Pasquariello

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CRIME AND JUSTICE STUDIES

Cheyenne Bourgeois
Neusa De Pina
Joan Esther Germain Brito
Monique Gwinn
Drahane Joseph
Sean Kurutan
Chloe Landry
Kian Freelove McCabe
Jennifer C. McMahon
Sheikh Nasher
Raquel Pozsgai
Saman Qazi
Lindsay Scott
Jasmin Ricki Serrano
Georgia Tselepi
Avery Rose Webb

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL DOSIMETRY

Hana Shaher Abdo
Shealynn Burgess
David Delaney
Valerie Vanessa Gonzalez
Erica L. Gunzelman
Malisha Gyamfi
Sydney Parker
Kent George Woodard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Bryan Abbott
Khadija Alem
Angela Augustin
Amanda Barry
Emma Caitlyn Brownstein
Molly Jean Cahill
Kevin Cecala
Gillian (Scarlett) Crossman
Jadynne Hill
Darina Khusainova
Michiala Olga Larsen
Samantha Kelly Lindner
Valerie Christelle Louis
Kaitlin Maxa
Emma McAndrews
Jennifer C. McMahon
Caitlin Murphy
Saman Qazi
Eric Paul Rehm
Dominique Salisbury
Jasmin Ricki Serrano
Peter Wisdom

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
### Master of Science in Political Science

Betina Baron

### Doctor of Philosophy in Applied Developmental Psychology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah L. F. Burnham</td>
<td>Social Justice Means No Neutrality: Development of a Theory and Measure of Anti-Oppressive Social Media Literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Jane Benavidez Walsh</td>
<td>Exploration of Colorism Experiences of Filipino American Women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Doctor of Philosophy in Clinical Psychology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dissertation Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Katherine Browne</td>
<td>Values in Exposure and Response Prevention for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassie Dennis</td>
<td>An Exploratory Study of Cultural Factors with Black Men Who Have Survived Sexual Assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Duarte</td>
<td>Psychological Factors Contributing to Disability, Pain, and Depression in Non-Traumatic Upper Extremity Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marit Murry</td>
<td>The Truth in Our Eyes: A PhotoVoice Exploration of Violence, Peace &amp; Restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Tewksbury Wieman</td>
<td>Examining Relationships Between Trauma Exposure and Reward System Functioning in a Trauma-Exposed College Student Sample</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

BA Bachelor of Arts
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
BGS Bachelor of General Studies
BS Bachelor of Science

CTU Certificate in Paralegal Studies
CTPB Certificate in Radiation Therapy
** Madyson Rose Abrams, BS
** Kristin Abromson, BS
  Alia Abujaber, BA
  Omar Acevedo, BS
  Paige Adams, BFA
  Lilliana Agan, BS
*** Nahommy Agosto, BA
  Shihab Al Wahaibi, BA
** Luc Alexander, BS
  Kiann Aliehaya Alleyne, BA
* Ahad Alqayidi, BS
  Cameron Alter, BA
  Jasmin Alvarado, BA
* Fatimah Alyaqoub, BS
*** Madison Marie Amaral, BS
  Lily Ambrosio, BS
* Emilee Anderson, BS
  Rebecca Anderson, BS
* Mario Angelini Gonzalez, BS
  Hailey Applebee, BS
  Juan Arango, BS
* Shilan Gabriela Arda, BS
*** Annaliese Arnsten, BA
* Lillian Arzumanyan, BA
  Alyssa Renee Auger, BS
* Brieajah Danae Ayers, BA
  Gilles Azar, BA
* Selvin Backert, BA
* Rose Bailey, BA
* Samantha Hope Bailey, BA
*** Maxwell Ballou, BS
** Felipe Alejandro Barria, BA
  Christopher Barry, BS
*** Ashleigh Julianne Bautista, BA, CTU
*** Rose Beardmore, BA
*** Anna Nicoleta Bello, BS
  Ali Bendaooud, BS
  Andrew Benner, BA
* Zoe Bensusan, BS
  Lloyd Berko, BS
* Maika A. Bernard, BS
* Nerally Bernard, BS
*** Ava Berry, BA
*** Alicia Bibi, BS
** Darcie Victoria Kanani Billena, BA
** Skylar Billingsley, BFA
** Madelyn Birtwell, BS
  Giovanni Biscaldi, BS
*** Cassidy Faith Blaha, BA
  Kayla Blonigen, BA
* Maccon Bonner, BS
* Kiah Marie Borelli, BS
  Ehab Bou-Ayash, BS
  Alison Peary Bouchard, BA
  Jack Boucher, BS
* Bricen Boudreaull, BS
* Youssef Boussetta, BA
  Mitchell Bove, BS
  Abbey Bovill, BS
  Hannah Boyd, BS
* Angelina Boynton, BA
  Luke Breier, BS
  Jack Brennan, BS
* Raphael Brennen, BS
* Jackson William Bridge, BFA
  Olivia Broadhurst, BS
  Maya Brooms, BS
*** Laura Qinliju Hooper Brown, BFA
* Megan Brown, BS
  Reilly Brown, BS
** Daniel Bryan, BA
* Lauren Bryant, BA
  Brandon J. Bukowski, BFA
** Stephanie Bulega-Nasuna, BA, CTU
** Skylar Robert Burgoyne, BA
*** Isabel L. Byrne, BA
*** Owen Byrnes, BA
*** Bethany Cabral, BA
* Rosangela Vanessa Cabrera Rico, BA
* Nia Rohana Rovina Caines, BS
* Kaitlyn Callahan, BS
* Katherine Carlson, BA
* Gianna Carrara, BS
  Allison Cavallo, BA
* Mikayla Trinity Casados Cavanaugh, BS
  Masireh Ceesay, BA
* Carla Ceja, BA
* Adriana Celano, BS
** Briteny Servete Cenkolli, BS
  Thatianah Joy Champagne, BA
  Joan Chan, BS
  Febby Chang, BA

*** Summa Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   * Cum Laude
* Nawaz Chaudhary, BA
* Alexander Gwai-yung Chen, BA
  Marissa Lily Cheng, BS
* Alex Chngris, BA
  Nina Ciampa, BS
  Jordan Clark, BGS
*** Audrey Clifford, BA
** Alexa J. Cohen, BS
  Caleb Andrea Cohen, BS
  Chloë Colby, BA
* Katherine Rose Coleman, BS
  Edward Dennis Collins, BS
  Allison Collyer, BA
* Shannon Collyer, BA
* Jaielen Colon, BA, CTU
  France Comes, BFA
  Jocelyn Lizbeth Contreras, BA
* Kaitlyn Coombs, BA
  Peter Winston Cornell, BA
* Manuel Coronado Pena, BA, CTU
*** Alexis Cortes, BA
*** Elizabeth Costa, BA
  * Alissa Rose Costello, BFA
  * Anthony Christopher Peter Coviello, BS
*** Linette Cruz, BA
  John Cullinan, BS
*** Ashlyn Curtis, BS
  Cameron Alexander Cook Curtis, BA
* Rose Cuthbert, BA
  Hamid Dabone, BS
** Bridget Daggett, BA
  Chelsea Lopes-Daigle, BA
* Michael Jacob Dares, BA
** Avianna Davies, BA, CTU
*** Lily Anne Davis, BS
*** Livia Costa, BA
** Amanda Grace DeAngelis, BA
  Kiara DeBurgo, BS
* Victoria Josephine DeDonato, BS
* Nicole DeGuire, BA
** Arianna Dejesus, BA
** Emma DeMayo, BA
** Emily Maguire Dempsey, BA
* Sofia-Marie Goncalves Dennis, BS
** Dayla Barros Depina, BA
* Samuel E. DeRaps, BFA
  Julene S. Derolus, BS
* Pauline Derry, BS
  Sydney Desmarais, BA
  Liam Devlin, BS
  Owen Edward Devlin, BS
  Anna DeVore, BS
* Saifoulaye Daye Diallo, BA
  Elaine Marcelino Dias, BA
  Linh Yen Do, BS
** Colin Doherty, BA
  Katie Donovan, BA
  Chloë Doolan, BFA
  Francineesha Dornevil, BA
*** Cianna Doub, BA
* Yulia Dranova, BS
* Elisabeth Grace Dreher, BS
*** Kaylyn Dressel, BA
* Rory Driscoll, BS
  John Dube Jr., BA
* Elsa Edgar, BS
  Drucilla E. Edwards, BS
** Emily Egan, BS
  Luther Roland Eisaman, BS
*** Tyler John Eld, BA
** Nayellie Estrella, BS
*** Emma Eulette, BS
  Adriana Farrell, BS
  Olivia R. Faulkner, BS
  Reema Fayez, BA
  Ellen Fernandez, BFA
  Hallie Bea Fernsebner, BS
* Thomas Fidrocki, BS
* Elvira Alexandra Figueroa, BS
  Wendy Flamuraj, BS
*** Melissa Flexas Cabrera, BA
** Deirdre Flynn, BA
*** Jillian Joyce Flynn, BA
** Sydney Fogg, BS
  Maria Ines Foley Crignola, BS
  Maxwell Foltz, BA
* Livia Fontaine, BS
  Melissa Forbes, BS
* Allyson Forrest, BA
  Ryan Foster, BA
  Gianna Fraumeni, BS
  Flora Fung, BS

Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.
Ashley Galvez, BA  
*** Sophia Rose Gamble, BA  
* Cindy Gao, BS  
Shixian Gao, BS  
* Jonathan Harold Garbarino II, BA  
* Ashley Nicole Garcia, BA  
John Garcia, BS  
*** Kiko Garcia Griego, BA  
* Allison Gardner, BS  
*** Taylor Garlock, BS  
* Conor Garrity, BS  
* Jonathan Garula, BS  
Steven Alexander Gaytan, BS  
Samuel Keoni Geers, BA  
* Gerard R. Gendall, BA  
* Gergana Georgieva, BS  
* Payton Geraghty, BS  
*** Juliet Giangregorio, BA  
*** Natalie Gilbert, BA  
Alec Gill, BS  
Christian Giuffrida, BA, CTU  
* Tyson Church Goldthwait, BFA  
* Jennipher E. Goncalves, BS  
Edwin Gonzalez, BS  
Heally Gonzalez Lopez, BS  
*** Emma Gosselin, BS  
* Logan Gozzi, BS  
*** Caitlyn Green, BA  
* Alexandra Gregory, BA  
* Angela Gross, BA  
Olivia Grout, BS  
* Marcus R. Guarriello, BFA  
Emily Guerra, BFA  
*** Elis Guevara Lemeland, BA  
* Zhiming Guo, BFA  
*** Daniela Gutierrez, BS  
** Rodolfo Gaspar Gutierrez, BFA  
Cesar Guzman, BS  
* Ali Hachem, BS  
* Karis Hakala, BFA  
* Delaney Hall, BS  
** William Handi, BA  
Sarah Harrigan, BA  
Alyssa Harris, BFA  
Omiete Harry, BS  
** Alison Hartshorn, BA, CTU  
*** Mary Hatfield, BA  
*** Skylar L. Hathorn, BA  
* Menexia Hatzopoulos, BA  
Timothy Hausler, BA  
* Dylan Heim, BS  
** Stephanie Henriquez, BS  
Alexandros Rafail Hiladakis, BS  
* Vivian Hoang, BS  
Erin Hochberg, BFA  
* Ella Hogan, BS  
Stephen Hudak, BS  
Piper Hugus, BS  
** Bridget Hynes, BS  
Sophia Indelicato, BS  
Sana Naseema Iqbal, BS  
Ekvi Isaacs, BS  
* Alicia Isham, BA  
** Greta Jacobson, BFA  
Stephen Jimenez, BS  
* Huilin Jin, BS  
Qianxue Jin, CTU  
Corshayla Jones, BS  
* Daisey Marie Jones, BFA  
Tyler Josma, BA  
Cassidy Joudi, BA  
* Craig Judicki, BA  
* Sophie Jurkiewicz, BS  
Aris Kangadis, BS  
* Farrah Rae Kannan, BA  
Elias Kaplan, BS  
** Emma Kasznay, BA  
* Dalia Katerji, BS  
*** Athanasios Vasilios Kazis, BA  
Ava E. Keller, BA  
* Grace Kelley, BA  
Kieran Vijay Khanna, BA  
Breje Khan-Williams, BS  
Hafsa Khatib, BA  
Kathryn Rose Kilbridge, BA  
** Sophie Fu Hua Emerson Kiley, BS  
Evangeline Madden Kilgannon, BS  
Hannah Kim, BA  
** Elianna Kimber, BS  
Sarah Kitchner, BS  
* Melina Rose Kline, BS  
** Brenna Victoria Koppel, BA  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
Rama Koudsi, BS  
** Savoula Koutroulas, BA  
Alessandra Krejci-Papa, BS  
* Christopher Krekorian, BA  
* Maegan Madeline Kuhlmann, BS  
** Grigory Kukunov, BS  
Nosihle Nomcebo Siphesihle Kunene, BS  
* Hannah Kupson, BA  
* Jorie Kyle, BA  
Troy Ladka, BS  
* Sarah LaFollette, BFA  
Francois Lama, BA  
Caroline Lamar, BS  
*** Kathleen Hope Langan, BA  
** Natalie Lapointe, BA  
*** Kyleigh Larson, BS  
*** Isabelle Lavallee, BS  
** Hannah Lynne Leary, BA  
Hwa Yoon Lee, BS  
* James Christopher Lee Jr., BS  
** Matthew Lee, BS  
Sung Hee Lee, BS  
* David Floyd Leighton Jr., BA  
Clarita Lemire, BS  
** Aaron Leventhals, BS  
Rachel Elizabeth, BS  
* Nancy Lin, BS  
* Ana Lindley, BA  
* Samantha Kelly Lindner, BS  
Chang Liu, BA  
* Mason Christina Locker, BS  
*** Olivia Lofblad, BA  
** Tiffany Yinnam Lok, BS  
Amelie Marie Long, BA  
Lane Longtin, BA  
Adriella Lopes, BA  
** Sarah Lopez, BS  
* Isael Lorenzo, BA  
Jamaine Luizzo, BA  
** Sebastian Ga Ho Luu, BA  
* Penglong Ma, BFA  
Shijie Ma, BS  
** Shannon MacArthur, BA  
*** Grace MacDonald, BS  
Chessa Mackenzie, BS  
** Connor Madsen, BS  
Madison M. Mahoney, BS  
* Mary Mahoney, BA  
Desiree Salvo, BA  
** Marilyn Majano, BS  
*** Kely Maloney, BS  
Miyuka Mamizu, BA  
Samuel Manco, BA  
* Carla Marin, BA  
Victoria Ilamar Marrero-Lara, BS  
** Mollie Marshall, BFA  
Mitchell Gene Martin, BGS  
* Anderson Martinez, BS  
Fatima Martinez, BFA  
** Daniela S. Martins, BA  
Milan Marzillii, BA  
Rachel N. Mathews, BS  
*** Angela Matta, BA  
* Andrea Michaela McAdam, BA  
* Tierney McCabe, BFA  
Kathryn McCarthy, BS  
Kendall McCarthy, BA  
* Michael Thomas McCarthy, BA  
** Alexandra McDonald, BS  
* Jack Patrick McDonnell, BA  
** Hannah McGloan-Colorusso, BS  
Maggie Erin McGonagle, BS  
** Caitlin Christine McHugh, BA  
Maxine McInnes, BS  
*** Nicholas McInnis, BS  
Megan Andrade McReynolds, BA  
Arantxa Melendez, BS  
* Cecilia Melgar, BA  
** Meredith Melia, BS  
Iverson Mella, BS  
André Glenn Menard, BS  
Dawson Mendik, BA  
** Alejandro Mendoza-Garcia, BS  
*** Stephen Merrick Jr., BS  
Christopher Merullo, BA  
*** Tatum Metzler, BA  
Nico Miele, BS  
Riley Mills, BS  
* Nicholas Q. Mincher, BFA  
*** Lilly Miron, BA  
Matthew Mitchell, BA  
*** Tristan Mitton, BA

Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.
* Nasra Mohamed, BS
Jasmine Mohit, BS
John Molisse, BS
Cayley Montanez, BS
Faith Monteiro, BA
Luciano Monzione, BS
Michayla T. Moody, BS
* Hannah Moraga-Roman, BA
*** Isabella Morelli, BS
Nicole Morin-Trotta, BA
* Anna Victoria Moritz, BA
Bjonnce Alexenah Morris, BA
* Fernando Moscoso Leal, BS
Alyssa Moses, BS
Rachel Mowbray, BFA
** Driena Muca, BS
Steven Murnane, BA
* Caitlin Murphy, BS
Jeremy Murray, BS
Mike Murray, BS
Anne Saina Djemima Naceus, BS
** Aya Nakkachi, BS
** Isac Neet, BS
* Jacob Newman, BS
*** Matthew Newman, BS
*** Ethan Ngo, BS
* Khang Van Nguyen, BS
Quynh Nguyen, BS
** Lillian Nightingale, BA
*** Kayla Mary Catherine Nordman, BA
*** Mia Novak, BS
Kelly Noyes-Sarmento, BA
*** Antonio Nunziata, BS
Erin Katherine O’Brien, CTPB
Reegan O’Brien, BA, CTU
Abigail O’Connor, BA
April Oddo, BA
* Katherine O’Grady, BA
Mikayla O’Hagan, BS
* Henry Ohman, BA
* Ingrid Oliveira, BS
Kathryn Olsen, BS, CTU
Damilola Omogbai, BA
Emma Scout O’Neil, BA
*** Lily O’Neil, BA
* Mariah Ortega, BFA
* Julien Osborne, BS
** Jasmine Otero, BA
Shelby Pace, BS
** Nathan Anthony Pacheco, BS
* Olivia Judy Pacheco, BS
** Cayman Pacific, BS
** Natalie Palacios, BFA
Luke Noah Paladino, BS
Valentina Panesso Girouard, BA
Maxwell W. Parsons, BS
Dolly Patel, BS
*** Shivani Patel, BS
*** Suchi Patel, BA
** Maria-Angelica Patsaouras, BA
** Alyssa Renee Patten, BA
*** Jessica Catherine Pearse, BS
*** Olivia Catherine Pellicano, BS
*** Fatima Perez, BA
* César Y. Pérez de León, BS
*** Philleshia Pershay, BS
** Ciorstaidh Fiona Petrella, BS
** Reagan Petro, BS
Diep Pham, BA
Huynh Phong, BS
*** Reese N. Piccerelli, BA
Syndie Pierre, BA
Tamara Pierzhalski, BA
*** Kassidy M. Planas, BA
** Sarah Pollock, BA
* Julia Polyak, BS
* Caleb Pongratz, BS
* Bianca Porazzo, BS
Leah Portal, BS
Tara Gisel Porillo, BS
* Katherine Pottorf, BA
Benjamin Pressly, BS
* Emily Puchalski, BS
Sabrina Quadir, BS
*** Syeeda Rahman, BS
* Anthony Raia, BS
Leslie Ramos, BA
Bryce Reagan, BS
** Meghan Reed, BA
Aeneas Reid, BA
** Christina Reid, BS
Gavin Reid, BFA

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
** Kamryn Reilly, BS
Freddy Reyes Reyes, BS

*** Kate Reynolds, BA
Jomil Reynoso, BS
* Megan Riccardi, BA
* Anthony Richiez, BS

*** Danya Rifai, BS
Marisa Riley, BS
* Alexa Rivera, BA
* Nathan Rivera, BS
Isabel Sophia Rizza, BA
* Emily Roberts, BS
Sarah Roberts, BS

** Julia Robillard, BA
** Ryan Robinson, BA
Sabeen Nigarie Robinson, BA
* Zachary James Rodrigues, BA
Daniel Rodriguez, BS
Jacqueline Arevalo-Chiessa, BS
Roxana A. Rodriguez Martinez, BFA

** Zoe Rodriguez, BA
*** Olivia Rondeau, BS

*** Dina Faye Ross, BS
Sarah Kathryn Ross, BS

*** Chazz Rossman-Chnioui, BS
Cameron S. Rothstein, BA
Cameron Roy, BS

*** Zachary Roy, BS
Hayden Rungren, BS
Skylarlucas Rungren, BS

*** Alexandria Russo, BS
Faiyaz Mustafa Sadeq, BS
Jolie Sakr, BS
Mohammad Saad Saleem, BS
* Jocelyn Sammy, BS

*** Madeline Rachael Sampson, BA

** Medea C. Sanabria, BA
* Nailea Sanchez Morales, BA
Mea SanGiacomo, BA
Liv Frances Sargent, BS

*** Julia Sazo, BS
Sydney Meghan Scanlan, BA
Kiley Bates Schmerhorn, BS
Jacob Schindler, BA
Savannah Scripter, BS

*** Kayla Sessoms, BA

* Amer Shah, BA
* Peter Shamatta, BS
Maddison Sheerer, BFA

** Warsan Shmursal, BS
Amanda Silva, BA
Andreas Simon, BS
* Julia Rose Simone, BS
Damini Singh, BFA
* Molly Skvorak, BS
* Hannah Judith Slavin, BS
* Ana Sophia Sleeman, BS
* Avery Smith, BFA
* Edward Joseph Smith, BS
Grant Price Smith, BA

*** Isabel Smith, BS
* Tyler Smith, BS

*** Roxanne Beckley Snowden, BA
Kaitlyn Solari, BS
Isabella Solivan, BS

** Victor Souza, BA
* Myra Sseguija, BS
* Daldinnah Tanya St. Hubert, BS
Lucas Starr, BA

** Joanna Starr Poulos, BA
Nicholas Stec, BS

*** Skylar Steffiare, BA

*** Luke Stocker, BA

*** Lauren Stodulski, BA
* Ashleigh Strusowski, BFA

*** Vanessa Stuart, BS
* Sicilia Sturk, BFA
Marco Sukkar, BA
Maura Noone Sullivan, BS

*** Shealagh Sullivan, BA

** Cameron Sweeney, BA

** Chloe Syzc, BA
Alexander Ali Tabarie, BA
Selena Tahinci, BA

** Corrin Paige Tangarone, BS
* James Robert Taris III, BS
Hailey Thake, BA
Fatou Yamata Thiam, BS

*** S’corra Thimas, BA
Garrison Thomas, BS

** Grace Thompson, BA
* Sydney Thorpe, BA

Honors listed are based on Fall 2023 GPA.
* Daley Tilden, BA
* Mariam Tkeshelashvili, BS
** Virginia To, BS
* Joseph Tonjes, BA
* Alba Tourigny, BFA
*** Christal Toussaint, BS
* Chuong Tran, BA
* Kristen Travers, BA
* Lucy Trettter, BS
* Gianna Tridenti, BS
* Jocelyn Triscik, BS
* Lila Tschetter, BS
*** Hanan Tuffaha, BA
* Janna Turnquest, BS
** Aydin Ugur, BA
* Kayla Urban, BA
* Hadley Vaillancourt, BA
** Analise Valdez, BS
* Madison Vardaro, BA
* Isabella Audrey Veduccio, BA
* Iris Velagoshit, BFA
* Victoria Fabiana Ventura Delgado, BS
*** Abigail Paige Verfuerth, BS
* Alejandro Viasus, BS
*** Kaviya Vijayakumar, BS
* Venia Volcy, BA
* Juliette Volpe, BA
* Ekaterina Vorotnikova, BS
* Elise Wainwright, BA
* Isabel Walrath, BS
Samantha Watt, BS
Elise Welch, BFA
* Kerin Wells, BS
*** Emily Wheeler, BFA
* Kayla White, BS
* Kristen White, BS
* Jackson Wiley, BS
* Reiley James Williams, BS
* Alina Sara Williamson, BFA
* Pierre Willis, BS
* Kiara Wilson, BS
** Noah Wines, BS
*** William Woodring, BS
*** Tyler Woolf, BA
*** Saraphym Wright, BA
Hannah Wrigley, BS
* Nelson Wu, BS
* Audrey Wyks, BS
** Jason Xu, BS
Angelia Rein Lulu Yabut, BS
Ellie Yarbrough, BS
** Amanda Marie Yates, BS
** Wenjie Yin, BS
* Sophie G. Young, BA
* Marcela Zambrano, BFA
* Maxim Zavodskov, BA
* Yang Zhao, BS
Robert Zisselman, BS
*** Nicholas Zujus, BFA

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES HONORS SCHOLARS

Kristin Abromson
Luc Alexander
Madison Amaral
Emilee Anderson
Annaliese Arnsten
Rose Bailey
Samantha Bailey
Rose Beardmore
Anna Bello
Nerally Bernard
Madeyln Birtwell
Cassidy Blaha
Bricen Boudreaulet
Stephanie Bulega-Nasuna
Isabel Byrne
Bethany Cabral
Rosangela Vanessa Cabrera
Kaitlyn Callahan
Gianna Carrara
Adriana Celano
Briteney Cenkolli
Helen Cika
Alexa Cohen
Alexis Cortes
Elizabeth Costa
Livia De Oliveira Costa
Ashlyn Curtis
Cameron Curtis
Bridget Daggett
Avianna Davies
Amanda DeAngelis
Emma Demayo
Emily Dempsey
Pauline Derry
Francleesha Dornevil
Cianna Doub
Kaylyn Dressel
Emily Egan
Tyler Eld
Deirdre Flynn
Jillian Flynn
Sydney Fogg
Sophia Gamble
Taylor Garlock
Juliet Giangregorio
Natalie Gilbert
Emma Gosselin
Alexandra Gregory
Kiko Garcia Griego
William Handi
Mary Hatfield
Skylar Hathorn
Menexia Hatzopoulos
Stephanie Henriquez
Alicia Isham
Craig Judicki
Emma Kasznay
Dalia Katerji
Athenasios Kazis
Kathryn Kilbride
Sophie Kiley
Maegan Kuhlmann
Jorie Kyle
Natalie Lapointe
Hwa Yoon Lee
Matthew Lee
Aaron Leventhal
Mason C. Locker
Sebastian Luu
Shannon MacArthur
Kely Maloney
Samuel Manco
Angela Matta
Alexandra McDonald
Meredith Melia
Stephen Merrick
Tatum Metzler
Tristan Mitton
Tara Modica
Nasra Mohamed
Isabella Morelli
Anna Moritz
Driena Muca
Aya Nakkachi
Matthew Newman
Ethan Ngo
Kayla Nordman
Mia Novak
Reegan O'Brien
Kathryn Olsen
Lily O’Neil
Shivani Patel
Suchi Patel
Jessica Pearse
Olivia Pellicano
Reese Piccerelli
Kassidy Planas
Sarah Pollock
Syeeda Rahman
Kamryn Reilly
Kate Reynolds
Danya Rifai
Isabel Rizza
Emily Roberts
Olivia Rondeau
Zachary Roy
Alexandria Russo
Madeline Sampson
Medea Sanabria
Julia Sazo
Kayla Sessoms
Julia Simone
Avery Smith
Roxanne Snowden
Joanna Starr Poulos
Skylar Steffiare
Luke Stocker
Cameron Sweeney
Chloe Syzc
Corrin Tangarone
S’corra Thimas
Mariam Tkeshelashvili
Virginia To
Joseph Tonjes
Christal Toussaint
Hanan Tuffaha
Aydin Ugur
Kayla Urban
Abigail Verfuerth
Kaviya Vijayakumar
Tyler Woolfgo
Kerin Wells
Daniela Zheng Fung
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS

BERT J. SAMIA SCHOLARS

Ehab Bou-Ayash  
Nina Ciampa  
Lauren Costa  
Michael Jacob Dares  
Jonathan Kelley  

André Glenn Menard  
Christopher Pellot  
Heidy Rodriguez  
Myra Ssegujja

GENO A. BALLOTTI SCHOLARS

Elizabeth Costa  
Hau Nhat Thanh Doan  
Tyler Josma  
Dalia Katerji  
Sarah LaFollette  
Isabelle Lavallee

Matthew Lee  
Ethan Ngo  
Shivani Patel  
Hayden Rungren  
Luke Stocker  
Shealagh Sullivan

CHASE SCHOLARS

Lauren Costa  
Katrina Elizabeth Rockwell

LEO CORCORAN SCHOLAR

Aaron Leventhal

COMMMUTER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Nayellie Estrella  
Jillian Joyce Flynn

Nico Miele  
Samantha Todaro

DIVERSITY PEER EDUCATORS

Fatimah Alyaqoub  
Nasra Mohamed

Mariah Ortega  
S’corra Thimas

FULHAM SCHOLARS

Linette Cruz  
Warsan Shmursal
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UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS (continued)

HUB SCHOLARS
Lillian Arzumanyan
Victoria Dias

Caroline Costa Gillis
Shelby Pace

NATHAN MILLER BOSTON SCHOLARS
Mingyue Lao
Carla Marin
Cecilia Melgar
Nasra Mohamed
Aya Nakkachi
Khang Van Nguyen

Son Ngoc Nguyen
Diep Pham
Sarah Phan
Jocelyn Sammy
Warsan Shmursal

ART AND DESIGN AMBASSADOR
Emily Guerra

SAWYER AMBASSADORS
Jewelle Dayne De Castro
Jacob H. Dubin

Joaquin Heller Della-Vecchia
Matteo A. Simonini

TRUSTEE AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Katherine Carlson
Jailene Colon
Bridget Daggett
Elsa Edgar
Logan Gozzi

Jack Patrick McDonnell
Liam McManus
Nghiem Minh Quang
Reegan O’Brien
Anna Irene Plumb
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

Marisa J. Kelly, BA, MA, PhD  
President

Julie H. Sandell, AB, PhD  
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD  
Dean, Sawyer Business School

Edie Sparks, BA, MA, PhD  
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

Andrew M. Perlman, BA, JD, LLM  
Dean, Suffolk University Law School

Donna Grand Pré, BA, MBA  
Senior Vice President, Enrollment

John A. Nucci, BA, MPA ’79  
Senior Vice President, External Affairs

Thomas Dorer, BA, MEd, JD  
General Counsel

Laura Ferrari, BS, MBA/JD ’96  
Vice President, Student Affairs

Greg Gatlin, BA, MS  
Vice President, Communications

Karin Klim, BS  
Vice President, Advancement

Boris Lazic, BA, MS  
Vice President, Administration

Joyya P. Smith, BA, MEd, EdD  
Vice President, Diversity, Access & Inclusion

Michelle Quinlan, BS, MS  
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Mark Nestor, BS, MS, EdD  
Chief Information Officer

Jennifer Ricciardi, BA, MEd  
Assistant Vice President, Enrollment and University Director, Student Financial Services

Alison Sherman, BA  
University Registrar

Gary Fireman, BA, MA, PhD  
Associate Provost, Assessment and Chief Data Officer

Rachael Kipp, BS, PhD  
Associate Provost, Academic Planning and Accreditation

Dave Merry, BS, MA, EdD  
Associate Provost and Executive Director, Center for Career Equity, Development & Success

Peter Fowler, BA ’97, MEd ’06  
Assistant Provost, Retention

Michael Mullahy, BA, MBA  
Assistant Vice Provost, Office of Research and Sponsored Programs

Cherina Wright, BA, MBA/JD ’17  
Assistant Vice President, Student Affairs

Ann McGonigle Santos, BA, JD  
Dean, Law and Graduate Student Affairs

Amanda L. McGrath, BS, MS, EdD  
Dean, Undergraduate Student Affairs

David J. DeAngelis, BS, MPH  
Associate Dean of Students

Dennis F. Harkins, BSBA ’15, MPA ’17  
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs, Operations

Travis Bouché, BS, JD ’21  
Assistant Dean, Law Student Affairs
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD  
Dean, Sawyer Business School

Pelin Bicen, BS, MBA, PhD  
Associate Dean, Undergraduate Programs

Jodi Detjen, BS, MA, DBA  
Associate Dean, Innovative Education and Programs

Tracey Riley, BA, MBA, PhD, CPA  
Associate Dean, Online Education and Learning Assessment

Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM  
Senior Assistant Dean, Graduate Programs

Kim Larkin, BSJ ’87, MEd ’12  
Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Programs; Director, SBS Honors Program

Helen O’Brien, BS, CPA  
Senior Assistant Dean, Administration

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES ADMINISTRATION

Edie Sparks, BA, MA, PhD  
Dean

Micky Lee, BSSC, MPhil, PhD  
Associate Dean, Core Experience

Lauren Nolfo-Clements, BS, PhD  
Associate Dean, Administration, Operations & Planning

Marjorie Salvodon, BA, MA, PhD  
Associate Dean, Experiential Learning, Global Education & Public Impact

Carlos Henriquez, BS ’98, MS  
Assistant Dean, Administration

Sharon Lenzie, BA ’92, MS ’10  
Assistant Dean, Student Academic Affairs; Director, CAS Honors Program

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Officers of the Board
Robert C. Lamb, Jr.  
Chair

The Honorable Amy L. Nechtem, JD ’85  
Vice Chair

Trustees

Tamela E. Bailey, JD ’04
Danny Best
Kent John Chabotar
Patrick Coehlo, BSBA ’11
Susan M. Connelly, MBA ’01
Joseph Delisi, BS ’04, JD ’10
Maria A. DiPietro, BSBA ’80, MBA ’82
Darren J. Donovan, BS ’83
Christine Garvey, JD ’72
Ernst Guerrier, BS ’91, JD ’94
Hind Habbach, BA ’09
Michael V. James, Sr., P ’21, P ’24
J. Robert Johnson, BSBA ’63, MBA ’68

Patrick F. Jordan III, EMBA ’96
Konstantinos Ligris, JD ’01
Manny Lopes, HDHL ’22
Jane Mancini, BSJ ’81
Stacy Mills, BSBA ’87
Carol Sawyer Parks, HDCS ’82
Susan Rugnetta, BSBA ’81
Dorothy Savarese, MBA ’04, HDCS ’21
Marie-Louise Skafta, JD ’96
Larry E. Smith, BSBA ’65
L. J. Sullivan, BSBA ’84, MBA ’85
Mark Sullivan, JD ’79
Kenneth J. Taubes, MBA ’84
HISTORY OF SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 1906–2024

From its roots as an evening law school with a handful of students, Suffolk University has evolved into a global institution blending traditional and experiential learning with strong ties to partner organizations and mentors in Boston and beyond.

Creating Opportunity
From its earliest incarnation, Suffolk University has opened doors to students determined to better their lives through education.

Founder Gleason Archer hailed from rural Maine and worked hard to support his law school aspirations. He was fortunate in meeting a benefactor, George Frost, who paid for Archer’s education and asked only that Archer pass his generosity along to others. Archer took this advice to heart and in 1906 began teaching law in his home in the evenings.

Commitment to Diversity and Public Service
Suffolk was a school at the forefront of embracing a diverse student population, with Black, Asian, Native American, and women students finding a home here since its earliest days. Celebrating diversity has always been at Suffolk’s core, making it the rich institution it is today.

The school now known as the College of Arts & Sciences was founded in 1934. Two years later the predecessor to the Sawyer Business School welcomed its first students. That same year all three schools were incorporated as Suffolk University. In time the University expanded from a night-school format to comprise a range of full- and part-time programs.

Suffolk has a long, well-established tradition of public service. Many alumni have been elected to public office at the state, local, and national levels; some began their terms in office while studying at Suffolk. And Suffolk alumni apply their skills to benefit their fellow citizens in nonprofits, the judiciary, and policymaking positions at every level.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT

At Suffolk University we are driven by the power of education, inclusion, and engagement to change lives and positively impact communities. Committed to excellence, we provide students with experiential and transformational learning opportunities that begin in the center of Boston, reach across the globe, and lead to extraordinary outcomes for our graduates.

THE UNIVERSITY TODAY

Building on the promise of its founding, Suffolk University continues to anticipate and respond to the needs of a diverse student body. Through carefully designed curricula, mentoring, networking, and service learning, the University creates opportunities that help students meet their goals.

Students combine classroom studies with experiential learning opportunities and career-shaping internships at influential institutions, and they forge strong, essential connections with professional mentors. Suffolk students benefit from their close proximity to Boston’s top employers, including the key business, healthcare, biotechnology, and start-up industries that define the city. Partnerships with the Museum of African American History, Boston Public Schools, the judiciary, Habitat for Humanity, and many other entities engage faculty members and students in groundbreaking scholarship and community participation. Upon graduation, Suffolk students are well prepared for success.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

The University’s reputation for excellence draws students from across the nation and around the world to its urban campus. Students come from a variety of economic and cultural backgrounds to contribute to and engage in a vibrant campus environment, with programming that enriches not only the academic, but also the social and personal experiences of all students.

In addition, they gain international experience as they study at the University’s Madrid campus and take advantage of additional study abroad programs, global travel seminars, and faculty-led study tours.

STRONG NETWORK OF GRADUATES

When they graduate, Suffolk students join a proud alumni community of more than 89,000 members who span the globe and are innovators and leaders in their fields. These Suffolk alumni are deeply invested in the success of today’s graduates.

For 118 years, Suffolk University has been transforming lives through its rich learning environment that positions students for professional and personal success. Those who best know the University realize that its success is driven by its dedicated community—the administrators, faculty and staff members, alumni, and students who create an exceptional academic environment.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE AND SYMBOLS

The academic attire worn during Commencement originated at medieval universities. The long black gown, the basic garment of academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food (and sometimes wine) to be consumed between lectures. The hood—the most colorful raiment—was used as a cowl, an alms sack, or to protect the wearer’s wig from the elements.

The color of the hood trimming signifies the wearer’s academic degree, and the hood lining reflects the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. Here are the colors you’ll see at today’s ceremonies:

- **White**—Bachelor of Arts
- **Yellow**—Bachelor of Science or Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling, Mental Health Counseling/MSCJS, Mental Health Counseling/MPA, Crime & Justice Studies, Crime & Justice Studies/MSMHC, Crime & Justice Studies/MPA, Crime & Justice Studies/JD, Medical Dosimetry, Applied Developmental Psychology, or Clinical Psychology
- **Copper**—Master of Science in Economics
- **Crimson**—Master of Arts in Communication
- **Magenta**—Bachelor of Science in Journalism
- **Sage Green**—Master of Healthcare Administration
- **Drab Olive**—Bachelor of Science in Business Administration or Master of Business Administration, Executive Master of Business Administration, or Master of Science in Business Analytics, Accounting, Finance, Marketing, or Master in Management and Organizational Leadership
- **Dark Blue**—Master of Arts in Applied Politics, Applied Politics/MPA, Global Public Policy, or Global Public Policy/MPA, or Master of Science in Ethics & Public Policy, Political Science, or Political Science/MPA
- **Peacock Blue**—Master of Public Administration
- **Light Blue**—Master of Education in Administration of Higher Education or Certificate of Disability Services in Higher Education
- **Blue/Violet**—Master of Arts in Interior Architecture or Graphic Design
- **Purple**—Juris Doctor

Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society wear a royal blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo. Public administration students inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration wear blue-and-gold cords.

Other colors and patterns of stoles represent Suffolk University’s veteran population and student leadership and cultural groups.
**The Mace**

For each school ceremony, an alumni marshal leads the academic procession carrying a mace. The mace originally was a weapon; its ceremonial descendant confers an air of authority on those leading formal pageants. Student marshals also participate in the academic procession and carry smaller versions of the mace.

**The University Seal**

The Suffolk University seal features the University motto, *Honestas et Diligentia*, or Honesty and Diligence, and the founding year, 1906. The image comprises a standard and torch flanked by single stars, and Beacon Hill is pictured in the background.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME

Congratulations on your academic achievements and your graduation from the University.

Welcome to the Suffolk University Alumni Association. You are joining a network of more than 89,000 Suffolk graduates who are making extraordinary contributions to the life of Boston, the Commonwealth, the nation, and the world. This is only the beginning of a lifelong relationship with your alma mater.

We invite you to stay connected and show your Suffolk pride!

PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION

A professional photographer will be taking pictures as graduates cross the stage. For more information and to order photos, contact GRADIMAGES at 1-800-261-2576 or visit gradimages.com.
Class of 2024